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ADAPTATION OF EDUCATION TO THE NEEDS OF THE 
MODESWQRLD IN RURAL AREAS. . 

the, long neglected.relationship between education and rural develop- • 
ment - and between rural growth and national interest - has become a subject 

.of general concern, especially in the developing nations. Educators and 
economic planner's arp now grappling with the task of making the educational 
process an active add integral'part!'a a total effort towards social and 
economic development. Yet, the Problem' of 'how to gear planning, to modern 
needs is a delicate question and a complex one. 

.The dimensions of the challenge have to be expr.essed'in quantitative as 
well as qualitative terms. Volum6 and Cost.faCtors created by the'recent 
1education exploionn xvresent one dimerision of the challenge while, 
simultaneously, the jobkof reorienting education to shifting realities in a 
world of change beads heavily upon planners, educators and governments. 
Above all, eduptional reform - its function and its limits - must be con- 
ceivedand appraised in 'the light of agrarian reform and other elements of. 
social and cultural prOgress. 

The coming of the "green revolution" - or apperance of new, dramat-
ically high-yield wheat,.rice and corn varieties T is surely a boon to 
developing areas; yet,'Ahis breakthrough has impart created the impression 
that illiteracy is no,longer a real.obstacle to increasecLagricuftuml pro-
ductiOn. On the contrary, a simple in6rease id the agricultural economy 
and hence in food production.ii,but one impottant part of. the objectives of 
rural development.. For the fact is'I.hat as methods end standards improve, 
as a subsistence echnomy in tfme becomes a market economy, the needfor.more 
sophisticated skill in planning, management and productive techniques be-
comes manifest. 

Even at earlier stages of development a similar need exists. In Iran's 
north-west province of'Guilan, for example, agriculturarAdviserP recom-
mended that rice growers use ACertain quantity of seed per acre when sowing 
seed-nurseries. ?et, becaUse most of the Guilan rice farmers could dO no 
arithmetic they used far too much seed;  it has been calculated that in 
Guilan Province alone this ignorance costs 14,000 metric tons of paddy worth
over 210 million rials in wasted seed each year. The national loss in 

' capital and productivity is immense. 

Just as no effective national development is possible where the rural 
sector of the ecotomy.is-deficient,.no.rural development can-be properly 
effedtive if its'educatranal facilities are insufficient or badly con- 
strutted. To this end Unesco%stresses the teaching of furctional literacy, 



the first step in the process of a Meaningful  integrated education. Thus a 
recent Unesco team reported, after a suvvey (September )970) of educational 
reform in the Iranian area of Isphahan, that, "In their commitment to the 
term 'functional' in functional literacy; the,project team in Iran stresses 
equipping 1parneri with skills and attitudes useful.in'such development 
tasks as plant protection in sma_l scale agriculture; automotive mainten-
ance and repair; health,:notrition and famil§ planning, to name only three 
of the 11.rcurridula which have been developed. Literacy thus comes as, a by-

'product of helping adults to definb their own development problems.and to 
gain skills in dealing with.these.problems through study, and practice". 

Yet, given any substantial efforts in educational reform, the, quantita-
tive side ,of the problammeighs heavily. 

The numerical problem  

During the 1950-1965 period, total enrolment in schools and"tertiary 
education almost tripled.. An initial rissin primary school pnrolmedt dur-
ing this ileriod from 57 million to 137 million in turn provoked even greater 
pressure for-it corresponding increase in secondary school facilities. With 
the additional impetus Produce?' by governmental awareness of the'need for high

and middle-level manpower, seconditry enrolment grew at a still more 
accelerated pace - from 1.5million to 5.8 million, and tertiary-enrolment 
from one to 3.5 million during the same periOd. Thus, the annual rate of 
gPbwth in educational expenditure between 1.960 and 1965 has been'13% in Asia, 
16% in Africa and over 204.in Latin America. In 1965, developing countries 
devoted 3.4% of their'GNPs to education, or about 15% ta Z5%  of their 
governmental expenditures. 

.Furthermore, these statistics imply particular stress in regard to rural 
areas. 'For'in deyeloping couAtries the rural population represents at 
least 70% of the total, and in some nations accounts for asmuch as 95%. To 
further complicate the problem, at least 40% of the population in most' 
developing areas is'under 15 years of age.

The school's burden  

Yet, the facts on the internal productivity of education are at least 
as disturbing: In most African and Latin American countries overhalf the . 
primary school pupils never return to school after the secohd year, and this 
phenomenon is especially true in rural areas. -Even fewer 'go on to any pro-
gramme of secondary studies. In addition, Whose whb doomanbge to cohplete 
the primary level tend to receive an inadequate and badly oriented school-
ing given the demands of their rural community life - especially from the 
economic point of view. Tt has been pointed out that a serious gap exists 
in most developing,countriei betweensducWonal opportunities offered to' 
the rural and urban'obild. ,Indeed, the reason why many children are' classed 
as "drop-outs" after their second year is simply that in many areas only
two grades of primary'school exist. 



the.seCondary level, the.educational systems at work in developing 
countries are generally,formulated along lines that have proven successful. 
in the experience of the formerly dominant powers but which are usually ill-
suited toi,the existing situation. This,has an automatically bad effect upon 
the planning of primary programmes as well since the earlier training is. 
usually geared to the task of 'preparing pupils for entrance into secondary 
school - despite_the fact that only about 10% actually do go on. 

The community's need  

The consequences in terms of, employment and the need.for,skills and' 
abilities in a functioning society are espacally graVe. Programmes for. 
secondary schools are. rarely designed- to equip their graduates to. meet the 
requireMents of industry, agriculture or government. Training'is often 
purely asademic.and detached, without regard for practical-application. The 
ideal of a true integration of knowledge and skills in the light of local 
and national necessity r for which functional literacy is the spring-board -
is often sacrificed entirely. And so, indeed, is the individdal's perSonal 
development as 'a responsive human being in the context of his place and time. 

One conclusion is necessarily that a constructive effort must be Tade ' 
not, only at the school planning level but throughout the social and economic 
system to produde-a cogently integrated mechans6 of educalion and develop-
ment. The agricultural system itself, industrial growth, economic reorgani-
zation and a receptive labour market are all of importance. 

William J. Platt, (IEY Trend Paper"No.5."Educating  for Development",') 
specifies a ".comprehensive and interrelatedset of changes" which iiclude, 
along with increased farm productivity, such domains as food prooessing, 
storage and marketing; the provision of agricultural credit; co-operatives; 
development programmes for improved water supply, roads and sanitation; 
services for supplying fertilizers, seeds, insecticides; distribution aid 
repair services fdr equipment., ."Education", Platt observis, "ought to have 
a more instrumental rolein contributing to the now more optimistic rural 
transformation than it has sought or been accorded 'in the past". ' 

.An important prerequisite cited is the question of land tenure which 
has been described by many observers, as the key, to promotion of education 
and development ot rural areas. In those countries where, 80% of the land 
belongs to two per cent of the population - a common phenomenon - it becomes
impossible, to stimulate interest or even to demonstrate the value of educa-
tion Unless agrarian reform occurs first - specifically, a redistribution of 
the land in which landldds peasants working under a feudal system become. 
free small farmers eager to make the best possible use of thei property. 
Until this basic problem is solved it generally remains impossible toreal-
ize the other aspects of rural reform.



Rural and  urban co-ordination  

The concept of rural reform, however, very much implies an interdepend-
ency of rural and urban areas, one of the bases of any significant effort 
towards integrated rural development, the two populations can no longer be 
thought of as separate societies. In economic terms, the industrialited 
towns have a large-stake in rural development end the rural dweller look's 
to the towns formarkets and for industria outlets. The transition of a 
predominantly rural society towards a better balanced rural-urban complex
will begin with changes in the rural-situatibn itself, gradually becoming an 
agro-industrial situation'. For indusIrial expansion in developing coun- 
try does not progress as an alternative to the' rural economy; the two are 
ip fact part of one interacting cedhplex.: 

In addition, any effort to isolate the content hnd Method of rural 
schools from those of urban schools only results in invidious comparisons of 
the two to the disadvantage of rural education. Then, the "second class" 
status of rural education further accelerates the exodus of students from 
rural to urban areas, even though most of those students will therefore only 
become the next generation of frudtrated educated unemployed.. In light of 
this situation, it becomes essential to reform the ehtire schobl system 
and -.particularly at the primary levels - to bend over backwards to make 
the content in urban as well-as rural Schools relevant to the rural. milieu 
of the nation, Arithmetic problems, reading assignments, social studies, 
should all reflect the agriculturally based economy that will continue'to 
characterize most developidg countries. .Such a concentration will not 
handicap the progress of urban students; in fact, it should give them a 
more realistic appreCiation of their country's real situation(1). 

It must be remembered that incessant change is a key factor in all 
such, considerations. The Unesco team in Isphahan emphasized that, "Most of 
the projects Unesco assisteir education could be bitter designed and im-
plemented if they started, as the Isphahan project did, with baseline sur-
veys of the.comMunity or regional milieu an a means of finding the pre- . 
project"situation and as a means of better, determining development needs. • 
Similarly, it is important to find the characteristics of the target popula-
tion(s) to ie served by the educational .project. Characteristics need to be 
expressed in .demographic and socio-economic terms and in expectations". 

Indeed, the human factor must be:considered as well as the.eponomic fac-
tor. Along with a-balance in economic•opportunity to help stem the flow of 
discouraged rural, youth to employMent in urban centres, education is respon-
sible for arriving at a cultural balance in Urban and rural consciousness. 
If an awareness of literature, music and art is to be associated exclusively 
with city life, and farm existence psychologically linked to drudgery, dull-. 
ness and naivet4, it will be that much harder for the rural areas to form 

(1-),Treated in more detail in the subslent sedtion entitled "The Agricul- 
tural Content". 



and retain the kind of intelligent and alert personnel so necessary to 
development. President Nyerere of Tanzania stated itz'the "Arusha Declara- 
tion" that, "ThU hUman element a greater .causative force in .development 
than money". _ 

It remains true that the.institutiops and structures of rural society 
are the basic cultu'ral endowment of the emergent nations. The phenomenon 

 indicates, on the one hand,, a bests of social order, stability, security
and a deeply rooted set of values, and, on the other hand, a tendency to-
wards itptic and even stagnant attitudes to thought and policy r along with 
the possible disruptive forces of communalism, religious friction, and even 
linguistic strife. Thus, planners for an integrated society might bear in 
mind the extent to' which rural institutions and the values they preserve 
promote both the assets aid liabilities of the developing nations. 

Life-long education 

Within any given programme, the coneept of a "unified system of educa-
tion" has been strongly advocated. Such a system opposet the idea of sepa-
rating 'or disassociating primary, secondary,''technical, youth, and adult 
education 9n a compartmentalized basis. _Instead; the unified concept takes 
learning to be a process that augments and interrelates as it goes on for ' 
a lifetime; it implies a fUnctional basis and 'finks up directly.with'eco- 
nomic and social development. The'learning process fr6m childhood-to aiult- 
hood embraces the many transformations in existing structures and. permits 

 fundamental change in the thought processes of the individual Thus, it 
becomes desirable for formal education to,recognize the importaRce of "life-
long education" at each leNol.and to maximize this view in the form of the 
"open-ended school". In thit way, the absorption of facts and the examina- 
ition system become less crucial than the training of the mind, the formation
of thought patterns, 'habits of inquiry. and analysis, with an eye to later 
adult development. It must not by confused with the tacking on Of adult 
education facilities to a usual compartmentalized structure. 

Tothis end, governmental and non-governmental departments and agencies; 
national and.local organizations, must play a part towards integration.with 

'the economic and social interesta.of the country and'its Overall system. 
At all leVels of planning, the benefits of the individual and of society 
must be wedded.. Even where technical or vocational components are intro- 
duced into the gpneraI education framework it becomes imperative that those ' 
disciplinei contribute on an integral basis to capacities of lucid thinking, 
self-reliance, problemrsolvirWand, again; an awareness of nations} and com-
munity sta'uctures. 

A.regional paper on agricultural education in the Oceania region for 
the World Conference on AgrAulturalEducation and Training held in Copen-
lnagen, July-August 1970, reported that, "Recent years have seen decreasing 
emphasis on school agriculture.in New Zealand.. Twenty years'agq there were 
some 30 high schools offering courses in agriculture.' Today, dnly some six 
high schools offer agriculture and. it is no longer a.universfty entrance 



subdect. This'decline'reflects. a widespreacrbelier.tha; school education
for potential agridulturists should be general with'emphasi) on mathematics, 

.science and humahitias 'rather than. vocationally-oriented". The paper also 
reported.a similar trend in 'Australia. In fact, the extent to which an 
agricultural component belongs in a general education curriculum is a sub-
dect of contrqversy and in part must be dictated by national demand; yet 
the direction reported in New Zealand and Australia represents a step to-
wards integration of rural and urban environments an&towards 'the institu-
tion'of life-long integrated education.  

Primary education  

. For seyeral'reasons, the primary level can be%seen,as the most sensi-
,tive area of educational planning and development; firstly, because pupils' 
who enter at the age of five or six, "scheduled" to leave at'12 or 14, ac-
quire at those impressionable ages thought patterns•and habits that will af-
fect them throughout their lives; secondly, becauq.primailf education 
bears the brunt of today's educe.tiOn explosion; thirdly, because many young 

ipeople, especially in rural areas, will. never receive.any further schOol 
experience; fourthly, because any egalitarian educational frame must pre 
vide the minimum learning skills to all. : 

In terms of rural development, ,primary.level schooling shoulders a 
difficult responsibility in'respectto the problem of future employment. 
The pupil's future, including the question of Whether he eventually remains 
at the farm or village or migrates to the'towns, may depend heavily upon 
what he has gained in primary school. 

Thus, teachipg.aimed at development within a rural society is paramount 
at ,this point. A purely academic approach is self-defeating. In other words
the teacher'who explains that four, plus three 'equals seven will be less,help- 
ful thah one who asks how long a journey will take if it requires four days 
on horseback and then three 'days on foot. A.familiarity with the function 
of extension services and related agencies, and awaWareness that the , 
government'is there to'promote andpassist as well as to tax; is not the 
least.of a primary school's potential contributions - especially to %he 
,School leaver. 

Experience draWn from the environment can be used as the median' of 
mental exercise in any area of teaching, whether. in arithmetic, history, 
geography, reading; spelling. The basic commUhications skills of literacy 
reading, listening, speaking; writing - are central to all learning, a 
process easier to. handle in an area where the•mother tongue is current, 
trickier where another language is stressed. 

Nor should manual, dexterity be ignored. As opposed to the traditional 
"white collar" approach to eddbation, which obviously does nothing tp help 
check townward migration, a respect for metal'and wood crafts, home improve-
ment and management,'cooking and sewing, do much to promote environmental-

,integration if taught as part of the general intellectual improvement 



process, a learning-by-doing technique. Basically;"ihis is the technique 
which has been used for centuries on a father-to-son, 'mother-to-daughter 
basis. The schools have an opportunity to introduce it into a broader 
learning process as well as to update, in so doing, many venerable techni-
ques of greater and lesser merit. 

An' inculcation of human values is of course essential. Attitudes to 
 co-operation and competition, leadership and tolerance, compassion and con- 

formity, self-relfanbe and sensitivity, will largely be established at the 
'primary level. The seeds of inter-cultural and international understanding 
add the basic concepts of individual'dignity regardless of race, creed and. 
colour, must develop early. 

It should be added that equality of opportunity ifi regard to sex-has 
long been a neglected factor. The proportion of girls in rural priMary 
schools is much lower than in urban schools, and a general imbalance exists 
thtoughout the systeM. Consequently, women now constitute the majority of 
illiterates in most rural areas. Social and religious traditions, isolation 
and poor communications, and economic hardship are all contributing factors. 
However, the demands of economic deyelopment as well as of basic human 
dignity necessitate urgent reforms in this area. The rural wife plays an 
essential rale as a home economics organizer. She is instrumental in fami4 
hygiene, the.home garden and domestic anithal sector, the family budget and 
home management. 

In some areas an, assertion of basic rights, improved transportation and 
communications, and the activity of women's organizations have already begun 
to redress the situation. A marked-improvement in the Near East was reported 
to the Copenhagen Conference, since mor6 girls in the region are now receiv-
ing primary, secondary, and higher educatidh. Yet there, as in many other 
areas, much remains to be done if prejudices are to be diSsolved. The par-
ticipation of international, governmental and independent agencies As needed 
to speed progress through literacy programmes as well as through institu-
tional support.. Rural home economics schools must be expanded: A good re-

'cruitment policy and. satisfactory training pf women teachers are a necessity. 

However, in this problem as in 'all others the school can only be res-
ponsible for part of its pupils' formation. The home and community attitudes 
in general play a major rale in any childJs'devalopment. For this reasop 
a contact with parents, adult education and the long-range creation of a 
working life-long educational process becomes newly essential. In so many 
rural areas education is feared precisely as a Potentially disruptive force 
and a source of emigration. In addition, set rural patterns often lead 
children to accept and not to question, to do as they are told. Such 
obstacles can hardly be overcome in a day. Yet, with effort'and patience, 
a certain feed-back in the form of children educating their elders begins to 
materialize. Efforts to build up a rapport with parents will inevitably 
add to the burden of any teacher, but the initiative, in the course of time, 
may not only yield important results but may even spell the difference be-' 
tween success and failure. 



Much has beed said about the creation of incentives, the revelation of 
higher and more ambitious standards of living, as a goad to students. How-
ever, any such incentives must be geared to the rural context, with specific 
reference to enwirmmental realities, lest Mass emigration result. The 
procOss is inextricable from that of shaping the student's personality and 
attitudes‘to work. The school is well advised to use encouragement rather 
than threat, to cultivate a sense of accomplishment in learning, and to 
stress success rather than failure and punishment, to avoid frustration and 
humiliation The value of labour ought to be linked to that of acumen and 
developed, not reduced, to the level of manual hardship. 

Secondary education. 

In part, the efforts of the secondary school represent a continuation, 
a broadening and deepening of the same themes found in the primary level. 
Yet, now the child has a greater Capacity for., abstract thought, and a 
heightened maturity to apply to social understanding. All curricular ele-
Ments ought to develop specifically those skills of logic and communication 
which promote and increase power of expression and precision of thought. 
Beyond the question of programmatic material, a training in scientiflc method 
itself is vital. The student must observe, must learn to set down Ills find-

'ings, engage in speculatPon followed by confirmation. or refutation.' In this 
way he will eventually find it possible to reappraise traditional values and 
institutions, and the existing possibilities of change. 

Indced,*the capabilities and perspectives developed at the secondary 
level are crucial to the goal of rural development. The skills and poten-
tial for leadership acquired at this level are such that the lack of second-
ary schools in miany rural areas in fact represents one of the most serious 
obstacles to progress for young nations seeking access to education. 

In this respect, one important issue is that of the residential or 
consolidated secondary school in rural areas. In. part, these institutions 
may provide an answer to the problem faced by areas whose population is too 
small to justify the creation of separate schools. In any case, given a 
sparsity of population, the catchment area fora Secondary school which of-
fers some variety in curriculum has to be wide, requiring either a residen-
tial arrangement or bus transportation, or both. There are several trade-
offs here - transportation vs. boarding, variety in education vs. some loss 
of local identity, specialization possible in a large school vs. psycho-
logical problems of a student living away from home. 

Any decisions regarding these pros and cons will have to be made at 
the national level in close consideration of demographic cultural, social 
and economic factors. In Peru and Bolivia, experience has shown that the 
consolidated schools work.well in part, yet are of no value to the Indian 
population which constitutes 50% of the rural total. The Indian' communities 
are in no position' to utilize the vocational or academic skills their pupils 
bring back, and the towns lack facilities for employment. 



Unesco's Division of Youth Activities stresses tnet in countries where 
the population under 20 years of age 'represents almost 50% of the total, 
consideration should be givin to out-of-School youth programmes, so as to 
reach that critical minimum number of young'persons which wbuld keep the , 
youth component of the society from becoling a liability and would turn it., 
instead into a major contributor to economic and social development.. 

Such an out-of-school programme should permit the largest possible num-
ber of young persons to be reached within the limits of men, money and time. 
It has to provide the very basis of vocational training, while forming in-
dividuals and citizens; .it must be rooted in society; it must be as prac-
tical as possible without compromising anyone'schange for improvement;. it 
must be open to those most in need as well as the more privileged. Out-of-
school youth activities therefore ,should not be considered as marginal but 
as an aspect of the educational process, instrumental in the information 
of the educational system itself.

Another, and more controversial, issue is that of the extent to which 
teaching at the secondary level, .in or out of school,' must embody a political 
awareness, even going so far ,as to riskothe emergence of„dissident youth. 
The Division of Youth Activities takes the position that such a risk must 
be taken, that the element of political convictidn. is a necessary cofltidera-
tion even in reaching today's young'people, and that politic4 awarenessiend, 
engageMent in rural areas is greatly preferable to apathy or indifference. 

Continuity and cost .  

The problem of the school leaver is a planning dilemma that has to be 
seen in the broad context of employment and economic integration. Wastage -
which includes drop-outs and those who must repeat levels often because no 
appropriate faellities exist -,reaches proportions of nearly 70% in Africa, 
and from 40% to over 70% in Asia; at the primary level alone. In part, the 
drop-out phenomenon is due to low standards of living which oblige children 
to leave schoo),.in order to help farm subsistence crops. In part, the same 
low standards also 'deprive parents of understanding the benefits of education. 
The Inteima4onal Conference oll Education,''Oeneva, 1970, alsostregsed 
causes inherent to the school systems such as inadequate teaching of reading 
skills eAr.a y in the primary school level, and insufficient teacher training. 

The solution is obviously twofold - the raising of standards through
a cogent rural development, and the improvement of education itself. The
Geneva Conference stressed the value of influencing parents, of sharpening 
methods used'at primary and even pre-school levels, of ensuring'continuitY. .
from level to level with a flexible system; and, in later stages a diver-
sification of the curriculum as a means of strengthening the student's
motivation. 

In the meantime, the wasthge factor must be dealt with via instituti-
tional means. A gap of years and of slalls constitutes a no-man's land be-

tween the society of older gene ations and the productive life of wage ' 



employment which even a little education leads a,younger generation to ex-
pect. In effect, continuing educational facilities are needed to, make such
progress a reality. 

Post-primary and other interim methods may take the form of an institu-
tionalized course, of seminars and workshops based at priffiary or secondary ' 
schools, or'of work-study arrangements. In any case, ,youths and adults 
alike should partiO.pate ,#1.these programmes in order to break down the age 
barrier And facili,tate the „idea( of continuity. 

Given variations in. circumstance, suggestions to this end include: 
-(a) Use of an indigenous  apprenticeship system; (b) training oft youths to 
be of service to established farmers in areas where lend is expensive, 
restricted or difficult,to obtain; (c) changes in.ddministrative struc- ' 
ture to permit closer contact at the working level amohg.eduaational serv, 
ices health services, community development' units and agricultural exten„ 
sion officers, to permit an integration of these forties; d) polyvalent 
or multipurpose basic training for village level workers; (e) more training 
for government staff at all levels in rural.developmeht including an aware-
ness within universities of.multidiscipline.approacAes and researches into 
!local situations; (f)othe use of primary school&es centres, or.development 
Tor youth and adUlts at well as children; (g) the encouragement of pre- 
vocational material in the secondaryechool.' 

The agricultural.content  

.No programme or measures, however .canluite be considered Apart from 
the question of the role of agricultural component! in education at all 
levels. To what extent is the actual teaching of agriculture necessary in 
rural general education, and to what extent does this interfere wiWthe.eims 
of schooling?

Many attempts to introduce an "agricultural bias" into teaching have 
ended in disappointment. In part, this was so because ill-founded programm-
ing produced over-ambitious, misshapen aims, and failed to produce a cogent
interaction of agricultural materia! with the fundamental themes of learn-
ing. pften, theeeporogrammes•elso failed to present the subject as an Intel= 
leotual challenge of a high order in areas where farm work was desociated 
with a demeaning state of poverty. 

VaryingOpinions exist as to what should be done. One, for example is
that primary school is no place to introduce an agricultural course as such. 
Others feel that the subject can be raised and integrated with the usual 
academic pursuits, even at the earliest levels. Most would:iiree that since 
primary'and secondary schooling must prepare young people for eventual en-
try into adult society, material of practical application to life• and en-, 
 vironment.would necessarily include some agricultural bias - if only through 
pre-science and later biology - through nature studies, experience with 
animals, and the like. A development of managerial skills is also much to 
the paint. 



Environmental studies concentrating on crops, markets, animals, insects, 
would create ,concepts and attitudes to serve as a foundation for later spe-
cialized training, would sponsor an internalized oommitment to farm improve-
ment and rural development, would link agricultural interests to the pupil's 
success in education. The idea, at heart,• is to transfqrm the natural en-
vironment by first transforming the student's conception of it. The process 
includes a% introduction to technical concepts and a familiarity with sources 
of technical'information, the creation of a realistic image of agricultural 
professions, training in cost/benefit analysis, teaching about modern farm 
production and marketing, an awareness of the demands and problems of crop 
and animal husbandry, a training in small machine technology and manual 
skills.. 

Yet, even proponents of a strong agricultural bias agree that the aim 
is defeated if teaching in this area is not equal to and integrated with the 
rest of the curriculum. Thus, the supplementary techniques mentioned above 
bear various relation to the larger issue. The use of primary schools as 
"centres" for development lends itself to a number of creative possibilities 
since it brings agriculture to the scene of general education. The encourage-
ment of pre-vocational material in secondary school would have to be 
delicately integrated with other educational demands. The use of indigenous 
apprenticeship systems is not ideal unless accompanied by sufficient back-
ground and orientation in general science. Even youths engaged in part-time 
or self-employment,should, simultaneously, be given opportunities to con-
tinue their general education. 

Planning and implementation  

This group of young people will generally be between the ages of 13 and 
17, both boys and girls. Some will have attended school as children, but 
for unequal lengths of time; many will have had no schooling at all and 
many will be illiterate. Some will have a grasp of change, others will be 
tied to traditional habits and patterns. Some will have expanded their 
earlier training, others will have forgotten most of it. And yet, future 
prosperity will depend largely up6n this educationally amorphous group. 

Possibly, the general education component in their work can be handled 
by teachers while the pre-vocational aspect is tackled by extension officers. 
However, such a system risks separating the two *and compromising an inte-
grated result. Alternatively, or as a supplement, clubs can be of use. 
Young farmers'clubs, or 4-K clubs as in Kenya, or 4-H clubs as in the United 
States of America, help to unite young people in an organization that is 
truly theirs, a source of social communication, of pleasure, and frequently 
of profit. 

Further/instruction can be set up in "youth training centres" which 
attempt to link academic education to practical goals and stress an orienta-
tion of both to rural life. The centres recruit school leavers of about 17 
or 18 for a two-year programme, after which they graduate to settlement 
farms. During the training period they are assigned plots to cultivate and., 



market. Part' of the profits are held in a savings account for later in-
vestment on the studentls'eventual farm. 

Constant thought to job opportunities is essential, however. Not all 
school leavers can'return to self-employment or become landowners. Any 
manpower surplus must be diverted to other jobs beneficial to the national 
irAerest. An increase in unemployment - even and especially in the area , 
of skilled labour - can mean complete failure for a rural development effort. 

In many emergent coutries, national youth organizations, sometimes 
with camp facilities, have been established to "employ" youth in projects 
such as community road nstruction, equipment making, home building. These 
programmes of course he p promote a vocational bias. Correspondence courses 
and education via radio and television can also be of service. 

Throughout, our goal of integrated education must never be abandoned. 
Unesco programmes stress functional literacy, as described earlier. Thus, 
literacy taught with a vocational component or orientation enables the 11.11 
schooled adult to take advantage of facilities available for other,facets 
of life-long learning. 

In terms of organization, the process must be viewed from the bottom 
up; if such planning is to work effectively on a national basis it must 
first be well adapted to local concerns. A national development, centre or, 
possibly, a board of adult education, might be the main co-ordinating agency 
for the continuing education of youth and adUlts; but care must be taken' 
to ensure that the local committees are fully representative. Sufficient 
implementation can only become a reality when all concerned develop a common 
sense of purpose, when educational, agricultural and health officers along 
with community development workers and other aids think of themselves as 
part of a Angle line of activity for progressive change. The actions of . 
any one department must be harmonized with all other agencies. 

Member States might consider the establishment of an advisory body re-
presenting public and private organizations, business and industrial firms, 
trade unions, co-operatives, and all institutions concerned with youth and 
adult training. The board would associate non-governmefital organizations 
for the planning and implementation of policy and programmes. 

The concept of continuing eduCation can be stimulated by a few pilot 
experiments where a complex of institutions and agencies exists, by prepar-
ing a list of non-educational organizations which might share responsibility
by assigning research teams to the task of ferreting out Obstaclet to 
implementation. 

Research and comparative studies in technology, methodology, and mate-
rials are no less important. These efforts would include pedagogical, psy-
chological and sociological aspects, including motivation and interest, 
learning processes, curriculum building, evaluation, and training methods. 



At all levels, sufficient foresight and perceptive calculation of 
necessities and costs' is essential. A certain effort will have.to be re- . 
sdrved for questions of adult education. Each stage bears upon the others; 
the process must be thought of-as a dynamic whole. 

Aims and realities  

Thus, certain goals and some specific guidelines'to success are gen-. 
erally topics of agreement. The pressing need to orient education to eco-
nomic and social development in the rural areas of young tions involves .. 

 the promotion of a close integration of teaching and environment; it in-
dicates the desirability of evolving a continuous educational process to 
the end of creating a life-long leaning process; it calls for a function- 

 ing harmony between urban and rural societies, among all levels of the 
school system, and among all responsible agencies and parties; it demands 
careful planning of all conceptual, technical, economic and administrative 
elements. 

Debate exists as to specific methods and techniques within these en-
compassing goals. However, much of that controversy can Only be solved in 
practice and much of it in fact corresponds to the varying needs pf nations 
and regions. It has been pointed' out that, above all, a study of local need 
and local reality is the key to educational planning for rural development 
in terms of actual implementation.' If the.approach is both flexible and 
perceptive, then methodology follows. The challenge is great, the need is
imperative. 
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